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Purpose
This bulletin is released to advise SendSuite Tracking users of the new features, enhancements, and 
improvements in the evolution of the Internal Tracking and Delivery Management Software from 
Pitney Bowes Inc. This solution continues to provide the rich feature set from its predecessor, 
Arrival® XE, but also combines the latest and greatest in technology and its benefits. While 
continuing to provide a robust user experience, it has the lowest total cost of ownership on the market 
today.

• Solution can be tailored to a unique business process that can withstand version upgrades 
without jeopardizing the unique configuration!

• Simplified installation process
• Ease of administration and maintenance
• Accelerated deployment to additional sites
• Version updates automatically sent to the processing station
• IT acceptable
Whether you are an existing customer migrating from Arrival to SendSuite Tracking or a brand new 
customer, you will be provided with a user friendly, feature rich solution to ensure that your business 
processes are adhered to! 

Deployment Options
The solution can be deployed within your own infrastructure – where you provide the hardware 
servers, software operating systems, SQL databases, internet connectivity, monitoring, and user help 
desk. Or the solution can be externally hosted by Pitney Bowes Inc. in a secure environment with 
redundant internet capability. We will provide hardware, software platforms, monitoring services, 
software maintenance, back-ups, version updates, and technical support – where you would manage 
the application, provide intranet services and provide end user help desk support. Hosting by Pitney 
Bowes drives your TCO (total cost of ownership) down even farther by reducing your IT and 
infrastructure costs.

NOTE: Not all options represented in this document may be applicable to 
your installation. Contact your Pitney Bowes sales representative if there 
other features/functions that you may be interested in.
This document is a publication of Pitney Bowes. The use of this information by the recipient or others for purposes other than the repair,
adjustment or operation of Pitney Bowes equipment may constitute an infringement of patent and/or other intellectual property rights of Pitney
Bowes or others. Pitney Bowes assumes no responsibility for any such use of the information. Except as provided in writing, duly signed by
an officer of Pitney Bowes, no license, either express or implied, under any Pitney Bowes or any third party’s patent, copyright, or other in-
tellectual property rights is granted by providing this information.
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Robust Feature Functionality
Auto Count
Allows you to quickly count and scan carrier bar codes from inbound packages. The system has an 
automatic carrier identification process that allows you to count and capture inbound tracking 
numbers in your receiving area minimizing costly mistakes associated with package shortages/
inaccuracies. 

Electronic Inbound Logging
Allows you to eliminate multiple paper-based receiving logs and the time consuming hand written 
entry process within most receiving/mail center areas. The ability to reduce your manual process can 
significantly speed up your internal delivery process by up to 50% of the time. 

Automated Internal Delivery Routing
You can implement internal delivery routing rules for your staff deliveries. Once a package is received 
and entered into the system, it will systematically set up your internal daily deliveries by department, 
mail stop, or delivery route and provide your staff with a delivery manifest that can be printed on paper 
or synchronized to your electronic tracking assistant along with delivery labels if required. 

Electronic Signature Capture
Using a Tracking Assistant, your delivery personnel can now record the date, time and signature of 
every internal customer delivery. Once they have completed all deliveries from their manifest they can 
easily synchronize their device to the main system to further update all their deliveries, changes, 
status and help with future inquires of packages delivered today for tomorrow. 

Expected Mail/Package Notification
Allows your staff/internal customers the opportunity to create an expected Mail/Package Notification. 
Once the expected Mail/Package Notification is activated by the internal user, the system will alert the 
Receiving Department about your expected package and the priority level. 

Tracking Assistant with Portable Printing
Helps your staff when receiving large packages in multiple drop off areas. The Tracking Assistant will 
allow you to receive, and deliver packages without uploading to the main system. This eliminates 
redundant processing and handling steps to improve the delivery of items. 

Enhanced Security Procedures
You can centralize your carrier drop-offs, reduce building access of non-employee personnel, and 
help minimize departmental/executive staff disruptions caused by small package carrier personnel, as 
well as reduce misplaced deliveries and package loses. 

Automated Internal Delivery Routing
You can implement internal delivery routing rules for your mail staff deliveries. If there are multiple 
stops between mail centers prior to the final recipient/destination, SendSuite Tracking can route the 
packages through each center and label it accordingly. Once a package is received and entered into 
SendSuite Tracking, it will automatically sort and order your internal daily deliveries by department, 
mail stop, or delivery route and provide your staff with a delivery manifest that can be printed on paper 
and/or synchronized to your electronic Tracking Assistant along with delivery labels if required.
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Alternative Deliveries
SendSuite Tracking also has the capability to create, store and identify recipients, forwarding the 
package to a recipient’s alternate mail location as well the capability to create an alternative recipient 
of a package.

Standard Delivery Updating

Recording the actual delivery of packages to the intended recipient (or actual recipient if different) 
including date and time delivered and “delivered by” data.

Electronic Signature Capture

Using a portable Tracking Assistant, your delivery personnel can record the date, time and signature 
of every internal customer delivery. Once they have completed all deliveries from their manifest, they 
can easily synchronize their Tracking Assistant to the main application. This step further updates all 
their deliveries, changes, status and help with future inquires of packages delivered today for 
tomorrow. 

Electronic Manifest

The manifest module provides greater functionality and benefit to use with the Tracking Assistant. It 
allows packages received and recorded in SendSuite Tracking to be downloaded to the Tracking 
Assistant for delivery, eliminating the need to print a paper manifest. With the manifest feature, you 
can capture groups of packages to be delivered to a department or secondary receiving dock with a 
single scan, eliminating the need to scan each item individually. A record of the entire “drop-off” is 
maintained, including signature. Reports can be produced identifying packages which need to be 
delivered. Includes recipient name, department, mail route, building, floor and mailstop with the data 
sorted according to your specific requirements. Because the manifest is automatically created, it 
saves time in the processing of multiple packages.

Delivery Schedules and Commitments 
SendSuite Tracking provides an additional value as the Tracking Assistant can also be used by route 
personnel to perform pickup, delivery or other route based functions by scanning a location barcode 
label when servicing a specific mail-drop or similar location. The Tracking Assistant device will 
automatically capture the date, time, user ID, activity type and optional reference data associated with 
the servicing that specific location. This information is transferred to the main system and used to 
provide a metrics report to calculate actual delivery times to expected delivery times commitments 
ensuring the best customer service to your internal customers.

Email Notification
SendSuite Tracking’s Email notification capability integrates to your internal Email system to notify 
your customers that a package has been received in the mail room for them. Customized template 
messages can be created based on your own business needs. 

Tracking Movements
Package moves have never been easier. Packages can be tracked throughout the delivery process 
by querying the database directly by someone in your mail room or via browser if the optional 
SendSuite Desktop module is available. This module allows your internal customers the capability to 
check on the status of a package right from their desktop.
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Advanced Reporting 

Let’s face it…the ability to track a package from point A to B using barcode scanning technology is 
pretty impressive functionality. However, what good is all of that data if it cannot be reported on? 
Ensuring that packages are delivered on time meeting SLA objectives ensures cost savings to 
everyone. All SendSuite Tracking software installations comes with Crystal 2008 for robust querying 
and reporting capabilities. Multiple input parameter options are available and can be tailored to your 
unique business needs.

Advanced Search and Query Capabilities
SendSuite Tracking provides the capability to find a single package record from the database or 
search for multiple packages based on multiple filter criteria. 
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View Individual Package Details
All aspects of the package can be viewed in the easy-to-use package details screen. User 
can view the status and all movements of the package, the details of the package, images of 
the package (if applicable), the detailed recipient and sender information, whether or not the 
package was part of a pouch as well as the delivery status including signature. 

Ease of Administration
SendSuite Tracking has a totally web-based Administration module. Access to this module is as easy 
as opening up an internet browser, typing in the URL, saving to your favorites and clicking on that link 
each time you need to access it. There is no software resident on the processing station. The 
Administrator can be accessed virtually from anywhere as long as you have the correct permissions/
credentials to do so. Supported browsers include: Internet Explorer 7 and higher, Safari 4.0 and 
higher, and Firefox 3.4 and higher.

Processing Stations
The processing station software runs on Windows® XP and Windows® Vista and provides a robust, 
user friendly interface that conforms to Windows standards. Supported peripherals connect to the 
station via a USB connection and do not require ActiveX controls to run. The client communicates to 
the servers using secure internet technologies and connects only when it needs to. This ensures that 
network bandwidth consumption is minimal, optimizing network traffic. If network connectivity is lost, 
the servers will auto-recover without involvement from IT.

Our technology simplifies deployment, maintenance and updates over traditional client/server 
technologies. In addition, the user interface offers much greater flexibility than a true browser based 
application. Your unique work flows can be tailored to your business processes that will allow for 
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seamless upgrades with no interruption or reconfiguration of your solution. In other words, you don’t 
need to change your processes to conform to the software; our solution conforms to your business 
needs!

Deployment to Additional Sites
Getting a new site up and running has never been easier! Using a web browser or corporate software 
push technology, a site can be up and running within minutes. All of the unique screen workflows, 
menus and reports will automatically be pushed down from the server as long as the user of the 
system is assigned to a configuration profile. 

Authentication 
On premise deployments support three types of logon types: 

• Product: This is the standard out of the box means of logging into Tracking. User IDs and 
passwords validated by the SendSuite Tracking application.

• Auto-Logon supported by Windows Authentication: Password verification is disabled when 
users are successfully logged into the corporate PC, The Tracking User ID must be the same as 
the user’s Windows ID. Once a user is authenticated by their network, no additional login is 
needed to access SendSuite Tracking (exception is Product Authentication). Also, once a user id 
is established, there is no need to manage passwords. Your Pitney Bowes representative can 
provide additional information

• LDAP using Active Directory: LDAP login validates user names and passwords through 
Windows Active Directory Services or other systems which support LDAP. This allows you to use 
your network user name and password that you use to log on to your PC to log on to access this 
application. Consult your network administrator before choosing this option. 

Pitney Bowes Hosted Deployments: 

• Product: This is the standard out of the box means of logging into Tracking. User IDs and 
passwords validated by the SendSuite Tracking application.

• Key Exchange: Intended for SendSuite Tracking installations in PBI hosted environments: Key 
Exchange Auto-Logon emulates the SSO user experience. It allows for a seamless user login 
using a specified key pair which can be optionally encrypted. SendSuite Tracking generates a 
client key for each software instance, and encrypts and stores the key. Each enterprise is 
provided with their key to store and use securely.
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TAPlus Installer
With the release of SendSuite Tracking, there is a new graphical interface for the re-initialization of 
the software on the hand held device. The installer will determine which device is connected to the 
software. The installation of the TAPlus software is supported via USB connectivity only – there is a 
new cable to assist with the installation for deployments that have 4-bay Ethernet cradles. 
Communication from the hand held supports HTTP or HTTPS for added security. 

Documentation and On-line Help
The SendSuite Tracking Solution is shipped with five tabbed Quick Reference cards which document 
the most common functions. In addition, five pocket-sized Quick Reference cards are included for use 
by your clerks using the TAPlus devices.

There is a DVD included for both hosted and non-hosted customers that includes all drivers, 
Microsoft® SQL Server Express 2005, Crystal IDE, Installation Guide, TAPlus Administration Guide, 
Client Installation Guide and Technical Specifications.

The On-line Help is a robust tool to assist end users whether they need help on the Processing Client 
or Administration Module. Coming in 2010, the help can be optionally tailored to your individual 
business workflows. In other words, the on-line help will represent your unique setup of your system!

Database Support
SendSuite Tracking supports Microsoft® SQL Server 2005 SP2 or Microsoft® SQL Server 2008 (32-
bit). For further details on Software Compatibility and System Requirements, please see the Technical 
Specifications document location on the SendSuite Tracking DVD.

Version Upgrades
Version upgrades for SendSuite Tracking has never been simpler! If you are a PB Hosted customer, 
your software will automatically be upgraded within 90 days of a software release. Our hosting 
administrator will notify you of the day/time of the upgrade.

If you are deployed behind your firewall, Pitney Bowes will send you the DVD when a new version of 
the software is available. The software will get installed on the server based on your own unique IT 
requirements. 

In both scenarios, once the software is installed, notifications will be sent down to the processing 
client that an updated version is available and again, based on your unique IT requirements will 
determine how/when the update will be applied. Rest assured that all of your unique workflows that 
are resident on your processing client will remain intact!

Archiving
Keeping historical records of your data is an integral part of today’s business environment of frequent 
audits and regulatory compliances. SendSuite Tracking gives you the power to Archive key data at 
user-defined intervals with the option to keep one full period in the current production database, as 
well how many periods to keep in each archive level, as an example: 1 month, 3 months or 36 
months. This archived data can be accessed via reports and exported out for further data analysis. 
Records that exceed the cap, have the option to either be deleted or copied to a flat data file to be 
stored elsewhere based on your company’s SQL data retention policies.

NOTE: Synchronization will support Ethernet via the 4-bay cradle, 
USB via the Single Bay Cradle or via Wireless where applicable.
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Centralized Tech Support Center
If you should require service at any point in time, our state of the art centralized tech support center is 
there to help! The center is located in Minnesota and is staffed with a team of Pitney Bowes’ 
employees who are highly trained and possess a broad spectrum of technology skills. This team will 
leverage remote access to your processing application as well as your handheld to maximize first call 
resolution and on-site call avoidance. For support dial 800-888-0286 and enter model # T59W or 
T59H for PBI Hosted customers.
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